A systematic review of the effectiveness of liming to mitigate impacts of river acidification on fish and macro-invertebrates
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\section*{ABSTRACT}

The addition of calcium carbonate to catchments or watercourses — liming — has been used widely to mitigate freshwater acidification but the abatement of acidifying emissions has led to questions about its effectiveness and necessity. We conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of the impact of liming streams and rivers on two key groups of river organisms: fish and invertebrates. On average, liming increased the abundance and richness of acid-sensitive invertebrates and increased overall fish abundance, but benefits were variable and not guaranteed in all rivers. Where B-A-C-I designs (before-after-control-impact) were used to reduce bias, there was evidence that liming decreased overall invertebrate abundance. This systematic review indicates that liming has the potential to mitigate the symptoms of acidification in some instances, but effects are mixed. Future studies should use robust designs to isolate recovery due to liming from decreasing acid deposition, and assess factors affecting liming outcomes.
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\section*{1. Introduction}

In the 1970’s widespread environmental concern developed over the effects of acid deposition — widely known as “acid rain” — on base-poor streams, rivers and lakes (Menz and Seip, 2004). Sulphur and nitrogen oxides released into the atmosphere from industrial emissions decreased rainfall pH over affected areas and increased sulphate and nitrate concentrations in deposition. Where rocks and soils were base-poor, base-cation depletion and soil acidification followed, runoff pH declined, and concentrations of aluminium and other metals increased in soil and stream waters as explained by the well-known ‘mobile cation’ hypothesis (Reuss and Johnson, 1986). Surface-water acidification also changed many aspects of freshwater ecosystems, with altered invertebrate taxonomic composition and reduced fish populations, notably salmonids, among the best known effects (Moiseenko, 2005; Sandøy and Langåker, 2001; Schindler et al., 1985; Watt, 1987). At its peak, acid deposition was one of the most widespread pollution problems affecting rivers, and in base-poor locations such as Wales around half the stream length — some 12,000 km — were impacted (Firth et al., 1995).

Since the 1970s, industrial emissions have declined both in Europe and North America as a consequence of de-industrialisation and improved regulation leading to reduced concentrations of (non-marine) sulphate in runoff (Evans et al., 2001; Reynolds et al., 2004). However, emissions of nitrogen oxides have not decreased to the same extent (Fowler et al., 2007), and there are regions where acid deposition still exceeds soil neutralizing capacity (Matejk et al., 2009). Moreover, biological recovery in watercourses has been patchy or partial even in locations where mean runoff pH has increased (Ormerod and Durance, 2009). Currently, the best explanation for these circumstances is that episodic acidification still occurs during high discharge and is sufficient to offset biological recovery (Evans et al., 2008; Kowalik et al., 2007). At other locations, chronic acidification still remains a problem (Ormerod and Durance, 2009). Additionally, as industrialisation has shifted from Europe into South Asia, acid deposition has become an issue in other parts of the world (Kuylenstierna et al., 2001). In combination, these circumstances raise the possibility that liming — long advocated as a means of treating the symptoms of acidification (Clair and Hindar, 2005) — might be suggested more widely to protect waters where acidic deposition is a growing problem or to aid recovery where this is impaired.
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Liming — the addition of calcium carbonate — is intended to raise the pH of rivers and/or lakes and occurs through a range of different methods. Limestone can be added directly in bulk into the river channel (termed point application in this review), applied continuously by mechanical dosers, applied directly to lakes within river catchments (lake liming) or distributed over river catchments (catchment liming). The latter is potentially effective in reducing the release of potentially toxic metal ions (e.g. Al\(^{3+}\)) from catchment soils (Clair and Hindar, 2005). Catchment liming can also be expected to have longer-term effects than individual direct applications although there are risks to the functioning and diversity of wetland systems that might be naturally acidic (Donnelly et al., 2003). With all liming methods, the most commonly used material is ground limestone gravel or powder, although dolomite, CaMg\(_2\)CO\(_3\), is also used occasionally (Clair and Hindar, 2005). The dose applied can vary and is generally calculated by modelling the neutralizing requirements (Donnelly et al., 2003). Liming has been implemented in North America and many European countries with some of the largest programs in Norway and Sweden (Clair and Hindar, 2005). The practice is still widespread in Europe despite reductions to some liming operations in Scandinavia as acid deposition has abated (Barlaup, 2004). For example, Sweden invested 3.8 billion SEK (approximately 0.4 billion Euros) on liming between 1983 and 2006 (Bostedt et al., 2010). Moreover, with the EU Water Framework Directive requiring member states to “protect, enhance and restore all bodies of surface water” to “good ecological status” (EU, 2000), there is the possibility that liming might be advocated through ‘programmes of measures’.

For all the above reasons, it is timely to assemble the best evidence about liming effects to guide future applications and policy. While several long-term experiments have been carried out (e.g. Ormerod and Durance, 2009), there has previously been no systematic review appraising whether liming effectively restores fish and invertebrate populations in acidified rivers. In this paper, we provide such a systematic review, aiming to source, analyse and synthesize the best available data. Specifically, we posed the question: “What is the impact of liming streams and rivers on the abundance and richness of fish and invertebrates?”

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Search for studies

A systematic review methodology was employed following standard guidelines (CEE, 2010). An a-priori protocol was completed and deposited in the Collaboration for Environmental Evidence Library (Mant et al., 2010). A systematic search for papers relevant to the question was then carried out using terms relevant to the focal ecosystem (i.e. streams/rivers), the biota (i.e. fish/invertebrates) and the intervention (liming). For each category, different variations of the terms were used in order to capture all relevant papers (Table 1). The search was conducted within ten databases including the Web of Knowledge and Scopus (Mant et al., 2011). Wherever the search engine allowed it, all search terms were used simultaneously. Terms within categories were linked with the Boolean operator OR, and terms between categories were linked with the Boolean operator AND (Mant et al., 2011). Where possible, the language or document type restrictions were applied. The use of English search terms could have biased the findings against papers in other languages. However, any such bias will have been reduced due to non-English language papers often still providing an English abstract and/or title.

To find additional reports not retrieved by the database search, general web searches were conducted along with searches of the websites of relevant organizations including each of the Scandinavian, the US and the UK environment agencies (Mant et al., 2011). Bibliographies of material included were searched further for relevant references. Although review articles do not normally contain primary data, they were searched for any primary studies. No geographic restriction was applied to this review.

2.2. Study inclusion

Articles were assessed by their title, abstract then full text to identify those most relevant to the review using specific criteria. They were required to investigate change in abundance, density or richness of fish or invertebrates in any stream, river, or catchment where calcium carbonate (or dolomite) had been added to ameliorate the effects of anthropogenic acidification. Separating natural from anthropogenic effects on surface-water pH can be challenging, but relevant studies were those where liming was carried out to mitigate acidification that was assumed to be of human origin. Liming to mitigate acid mine drainage was not included. No particular method of liming was excluded. All primary studies that compared both limed and un-limed subjects were included, i.e. those which compared a limed river to the condition before liming or to a non-limed control (or both). At each stage, if there was insufficient information to exclude an article it was retained until the next stage.

In order to assess and limit the effects of between-reviewer differences in determining relevance, two reviewers applied the inclusion criteria to 200 articles (over 20%) at the start of the abstract filtering stage. Analysis of agreement between the two was reasonable based on a kappa statistic of 0.6 (Edwards et al., 2002). Studies were excluded from the meta-analysis if relevant data could not be extracted due to incomplete reporting, lack of appropriate controls or multiple interventions being applied at the same time (6 articles). Additionally, for each river studied, the impact of liming was only recorded once for each outcome of interest, excluding 33 articles from analysis due to overlap in reported data.

Thirty-three relevant articles where included in the analysis, plus the main survey of the Norwegian environment agency (Direktoratet for naturforvaltning), and the main dataset of the Swedish environment agency (Naturvårdsverket). In total these 33 articles and 2 datasets covered 47 studies, 19 of which were rivers in the Norwegian survey and one of which was the main Swedish study that covered 18 limed rivers and 8 acid control rivers; details of all studies are given in Mant et al. (2011). Of the main 28 studies not in the Norwegian survey the majority (15) were on single rivers or streams and only three (all from Sweden) were on or more rivers or streams. The studies included lake liming (n = 4 studies); catchment liming (n = 6); point applications into rivers (n = 9) and continuous dosing into rivers (n = 9). There were also 19 studies in which the liming method was unclear or multiple methods were used in different or the same river. In total there were 33 studies on fish and 27 studies on invertebrates, though in several both groups were assessed.

2.3. Data extraction and synthesis

All 47 studies included were appraised critically according to their study design and quality. Well-conducted studies of high quality have less potential for bias than their poorer counterparts. The presence of control and base-line data was recorded along with the level of replication, how the treatments and controls were allocated and the presence of confounding factors. Study outcomes were also recorded. Data on changes in invertebrate and fish abundance and species richness were extracted. Data on acid sensitive invertebrates, as defined by the study author, were also extracted. The impact of liming was calculated for each outcome (fish, invertebrates, acid sensitive invertebrates, richness and abundance) as the log ratio of limed to unlimed sites. The raw mean difference could not be used because units varied among studies. For fish population estimates units included density estimates of number of adult fish per 100 m\(^2\) or number of fry and per 100 m\(^2\), fish biomass in kg/ha and fish biomass in total kg caught per year.

Meta-analyses were carried out on the extracted effect sizes using the R package ‘metfor’ (Viechtbauer, 2010). Random effects meta-analyses, weighting by inverse variance, were carried out using the DerSimonian–Laird estimator method. The weighted mean effects, confidence in the mean effect and prediction interval were calculated for each of the variables analysed. The confidence interval for the mean effect was the interval in which we were 95% confident that the mean effect occurred (i.e. the average effect across multiple studies). As several factors varied between studies, including physical, chemical and ecological characteristics of the rivers, not all liming operations will have produced the mean effect; the study-specific “true effect” varied between studies. Hence, the prediction interval was also calculated: the interval giving the distribution of effects across studies/liming operations/rivers, within which 95% of true effects were predicted to occur. Additionally, the percentage of true effects predicted to be negative was calculated for fish abundance, assuming a normal distribution of true effects of the log ratio.

Where there were sufficient data, the impacts of potential effect modifiers were tested including type of study, type of liming, presence of stocking and the mean

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population — ecological</th>
<th>Stream, river, catchment, brook, creek, burn,</th>
<th>fluviatile, source area, gravel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Intervention

Liming, lime*, chalk*, calcium carbonate, dolomite.
length of time over which calcium carbonate was applied. Fish abundance provided the largest dataset and hence the greatest opportunity for the analysis of potential effect modifiers. The impact of liming was calculated as the average over all samples and years. Hence, the length of the liming operation in a study was calculated as the average number of years liming had occurred over all of the samples taken in the study (i.e., if a study presented data for each of the first 10 years of continuous liming the average length of liming over those 10 samples would be five years). The impact of liming was averaged across years to account for inter-annual variability that can naturally occur in populations. Catchment liming operations are often one-off applications that are expected to have effects over a prolonged period. Only one study (out of 33) with data on fish abundance used catchment liming, so this was excluded from the length of liming analysis.

Differences in the impact of liming on abundance could reflect variation in species composition among limed sites. Several studies presented the change in abundance from particular species of fish rather than the overall change in the abundance of all fish. The most common fish present were Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and brown trout (Salmo trutta), and effects on these two were analysed separately.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Impact of liming on fish

Overall, liming of freshwater was accompanied by increased fish abundance (mean effect [log ratio] = 0.53, SE = 0.14, z = 3.63, p = 0.003, Fig. 1). However, the effect varied significantly among individual studies (random effects meta-analysis on log ratios, Qm = 363, df = 33, p < 0.001), and the prediction interval, in which 95% of true effects were predicted to occur, overlapped zero (log response ratio of −0.4 to 1.5). In other words, liming was predicted to increase fish abundance overall, but in any one river there was an 18% possibility of fish abundance decreasing after liming. An idea of what the ratio corresponded to in absolute terms was given by the baseline abundance estimates for the three most common measures: 36 (SD 25) fry per 100 m² (n = 17), 5.1 (SD 6.1) adult fish per 100 m² (n = 4) and 186 (SD 91) total kg caught per year (n = 5).

3.2. Factors affecting the impact of liming on fish

The experimental designs involved in liming as well as the water chemistry of rivers after liming varied among studies (Table 2). However, there was no significant difference in the effect of liming between studies of different designs, and study type was not a significant effect modifier within the random effects meta-analysis (Qm = 0.796, df = 1, p = 0.372). Hence, the study design did not appear to have caused the observed effects. Nor was the presence of stocking a significant effect modifier (Qm = 0.587, df = 1, p = 0.444). Liming method (river, catchment or lake) was also not a significant effect modifier (Qm = 0.559, df = 1, p = 0.455) in contrast to the average length of time the river had been dosed (Qm = 5.379, df = 1, p = 0.020). Number of treatment years generally increased effect size (Fig. 2). However, the study with the largest effect size had involved liming for an average of two years (Shaver Fork study, Clayton et al., 1998). None of the rivers which had been limed for an average of more than 7.5 years showed a negative effect size.

The impact of the length of operation on the effectiveness of liming might reflect either the effects of prolonged chemical stability (e.g., Ormerod and Durance, 2009), or intrinsic population processes. Thus, populations with inter-annual life cycles will recover after disturbance over periods of years. For example, Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) require on average 3–6 years to reach maturity depending on region (Hutchings and Jones, 1998). Recolonisation processes are also time-dependent. However, the

Fig. 1. Forest plot of fish abundance response to freshwater liming. Squares are the effect size for each study, error bars are the confidence interval for each study (arrows indicate a larger confidence interval (shavers CI – 56 to 66) or where insufficient data were presented to calculate a confidence interval (Liscomb, Maryland and Storan)). Summary effect: diamond represents the weighted mean calculated from the random effects meta-analysis, width of the diamond is proportional to the estimation in the error of the mean and the dashed line is the prediction interval where 95% of true effects are predicted to lie. The study design and number of rivers included are in brackets after each study name.
confounding effect of amelioration in acid deposition over time cannot be ignored (Ormerod and Durance, 2009). As many of the studies did not have data from control locations, there was no control for the change over time occurring even without the presence of liming. Acidic deposition has been decreasing over time (Evans et al., 2001), and effects may have been more visible in longer studies. It is also worth noting that the majority of studies have been published since 1995 (38 out of 45), so will have been confounded by decreased acid deposition. Additionally, the scale of the liming operation was generally linked to the duration of the intervention. Small scale experimental set-ups were often only operating for a few years whereas large-scale national operations, e.g. those in Norway and Sweden, were often in operation for many years. The mean duration of application did not explain all of the variation, so other factors must have been important.

### 3.3. Differences in liming impact on different fish species

Salmon populations increased to a greater extent than brown trout in all except one of the 19 rivers where effect sizes for both could be calculated (Fig. 3). The exception was the river Vosso (Direktoratet for naturforvaltning, 2009), where salmon density decreased after liming. Overall there was a significant mean increase in salmon (mean effect (log ratio) = 1.16, SE = 0.38, z = 3.02, p = 0.003) although there was significant heterogeneity between studies (Qm = 114, df = 18, p < 0.0001). For brown trout, where salmon were also present, there was no significant effect of liming. There was significant heterogeneity between studies (Qm = 302.3, df = 18, p < 0.0001), and the mean effect was small, non-significant and negative (mean effect (log ratio) = −0.15, SE = 0.17). The brown trout population, when salmon were also present, increased in some rivers after liming but decreased in others. However in each of the three studies where brown trout were studied, without the presence of salmon, the trout increased in abundance (Swedish database: log ratio = 0.79 (SE 0.5); Ulyn Brianne, Weatherley and Ormerod, 1992: log ratio = 1.0 (SE 0.9); and Whetstone Brook, Simmons et al., 1996: log ratio = 0.6 (SE 0.2)).
Species do not live in isolation and interactions between species may result in indirect impacts on species abundance with liming. It has been suggested that trout numbers do not increase, or may even decrease, where salmon numbers increase, due to increased competition (Degerman and Appelberg, 1992). Hence, the fish community composition at the outset of liming may also be important for determining the impact, along with the order of any recolonisation (Clair and Hindar, 2005) and the presence of any stocking.

3.4. Limitations to the findings

Despite the apparent consistency of outcomes among studies with different designs, the fact that a minority of the fish abundance studies had both control and baseline data in a BACI design limits the confidence in the results. In studies with no control sites, factors other than liming may have changed over time and caused the observed differences. In the studies with no baseline data it was not possible to be certain whether the control and treatment groups were the same before liming occurred, and this is a basic and well-known problem in experimental design. Randomizing the assignment of each river to the control or treatment group decreases the chances of systematic differences between the control and treatment river, however, in no study was this apparent. The controls were either upstream sections of the limed river or in unlimed control rivers. Rivers and streams naturally vary along their length and hence differences in fish and invertebrate populations can be expected along the length of a stream. In the main Norwegian survey (Direktoratet for naturforvaltning, 2009), where control sites were present, they were often in unlimed tributaries which may have had systematically different characteristics to the main river, where the limed sites were located, not due to the liming. In smaller scale experimental studies the controls sites were generally closer (i.e. Little Stoney Creek; Downey et al., 1994 and Liscombe; Watt et al., 1983) and hence may have been more similar. In studies where the controls were independent, unlimed rivers, in half of the studies (four out of eight) there was mention of some form of ‘matching’ or proximity of the control streams but it was not clear how this was done or how closely matched the sites were. However, in the other four studies the method of allocation was not mentioned. Also, in several of the studies the liming operations and sites were selected by those responsible for the operations and not the researchers carrying out the studies. Hence, differences observed in the control impact studies may be due to underlying differences in the rivers chosen to be limed.

Many of the studies within the Norwegian survey reported the use of stocking to aid the recovery of fish stocks from acidification. Such effects will alter fish abundance and, if stocking starts after liming, will be an important confounding factor. Nevertheless, there was not a significant difference in the results observed in studies where stocking occurred. Most studies outside Norway did not mention stocking. Inevitably given the global distribution of liming, a large proportion of the studies available occurred in Scandinavia and north western Europe so the results of the analysis are most relevant to liming activities in these regions.

3.5. Impacts of liming on acid sensitive invertebrates

In all studies that measured the abundance of acid-sensitive invertebrates (Table 3), liming was accompanied by an increase (Mean = 0.68, SE = 0.29, z = 2.56, p = 0.018). However, despite the effect not varying significantly between studies (Qm = 10.4, df = 5, p = 0.06, Fig. 4), the heterogeneity was still high (I²; the percentage of total variability due to heterogeneity = 52%) and the prediction interval overlapped zero. There were insufficient data to exclude the possibility that abundance decreased in some rivers.

The number of acid sensitive taxa also increased with liming (mean log ratio = 0.95, SE = 0.23, z = 4.16, p < 0.0001), and this effect did not vary among studies (Qm = 0.52, df = 4, p = 0.97, Fig. 5). None of the variability was due to heterogeneity of studies (I² = 0%). Two studies where log ratio effect sizes could not be calculated were not included in this analysis. In both (West Virginia and Dogway), the number of acid-sensitive invertebrate taxa was higher in the limed sites. In the West Virginia study (McClurg et al., 2007) there were no acid-sensitive invertebrates in the control and in the Dogway study (Menendez et al., 1996), the control increased from zero acid-sensitive invertebrates.

However, confidence in the mean calculated in the meta-analysis was driven largely by one study, Audna (Direktoratet for naturforvaltning, 2009), which had the smallest variance. After removal of this from the analysis, the mean effect was no longer significantly different from zero. Additionally, the Audna study, despite having the smallest variance, only covered one river, whereas the largest study, covering five rivers, (Herrmann and Svensson, 1995) was given the smallest weighting as the confidence interval could not be calculated.

3.6. Impact of liming on all invertebrates

Liming was not accompanied by any increase in overall invertebrate abundance. Over all studies, the mean liming effect was no change in abundance (mean effect (log ratio) = 0.01, SE = 0.12, z = 0.07, p = 0.944, Fig. 6) and the prediction interval, the interval...
within which 95% of true effects are predicted to occur, ranged from −0.90 to 0.92 with significant variability between studies (Qm = 117, df = 12, p < 0.0001, Fig. 6). Hence, in some rivers, invertebrate abundance decreased after liming and in others increased. The liming method was not a good predictor of this variation (Qm = 0.05, df = 1, p = 0.82). However, there was a non-significant trend for the type of study (Qm = 3.77, df = 1, p = 0.052). The mean effect size for studies of BACI design was negative whereas the mean for before and after studies with no control was positive. The change in abundance in the latter could be due to other factors changing over time. This potential difference between the studies suggests that the risk of bias within the BA studies may be affecting the results. If the BACI studies are taken alone then the mean effect was a significant negative effect (mean effect (log ratio) = −0.24, SE = 0.12, z = −1.99, p = 0.047), although there was still significant variability between the studies (Qm = 27.88, df = 5, p = 0.0001).
increased with liming (mean needed to be con
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<
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The number of all invertebrate taxa present on average increased with liming (mean = 0.16, SE = 0.06, z = 2.48, p = 0.013), although the mean impact was smaller than for acid sensitive invertebrates alone (0.16 compared to 0.95). This effect varied significantly between studies (Qm = 42.8, df = 15, p = 0.0002, Fig. 7) and the prediction interval overlapped zero, so that some true effects were predicted to be negative. The type of study and liming method were not good predictors of this variation and the type of study (i.e. CI, BA or BACI) was not a good indicator of the study quality: although BACI studies generally used a high quality method, not all those used here were well designed. In three cases, the Esk and Vikedal from the Norwegian survey (Direktoratet for naturforvaltning, 2009) and Herrmann and Svensson (1995), no error could be calculated due to the lack of replication or a lack of reporting despite employing a BACI design.

3.7. Potential reasons for negative and varying impacts

In some instances liming itself may cause negative impacts on fish and invertebrates directly, for example due to changing the substrate or creating boundary conditions between limed and unlimed sites where changing pH might increase aluminium toxicity (Teien et al., 2006). Additionally, palaeoecological studies have revealed that several limed lakes may have been naturally acidic, so that increased pH might have removed some naturally occurring taxa (Norberg et al., 2008). However, the decreases may not be related directly to liming. If other factors were limiting fish populations, for example other sources of pollution, fish populations could decrease despite any potential benefit from increased liming. The difficulty in isolating the impact of liming with studies lacking baseline and control data highlights the importance of future studies being well designed.

One of the key requirements in guiding where and when to use liming is understanding and predicting effectiveness. The duration of intervention and species present may be able to explain some of the variability but not all. The fact that the type of liming did not explain a significant amount of heterogeneity does not prove that the type of liming is not important or has no effect on the impact of liming. Instead, liming methods may not have explained a significant amount of the heterogeneity due to only having a small sample and other factors causing more heterogeneity and variation in effect. Factors that could not be investigated in this review but may be important include the dose of calcium carbonate applied, the community of organisms already present, the chemical conditions in the stream including the presence of acid episodes, changes in land use or management and changes in aluminium speciation when pH was increased by liming. The variation in effects, and the fact that other factors than liming cause a large variation in abundances, also suggest that if there is limited funding available all sources of population restrictions need to be considered. As acid deposition is decreasing, other factors impacting on the river may be of greater concern (e.g. barriers to migration, Hesthagen et al., 2011).

3.8. Wider impacts of liming

In the past, concerns about the effects of liming have been raised with respect to impacts on the conservation value of ecosystems that may be naturally base-poor. Liming effects will not be restricted to fish and invertebrates, and changes in the species richness and abundance of these organisms might reflect effects at lower trophic levels. Within Europe, the Water Framework Directive requires the identification of what constitutes ‘good ecological status’ for each type of water body. Different countries have traditionally used different indices to assess the ecological impact of acidification, including the AWIC (Acid Water Indicator Community) in the U.K., the Raddum index and the NIVA (Norwegian Institute for Water Research) index in Norway, (Moe et al., 2010).
Alongside these other indices, abundance and species richness are partial measures of the status of biological communities and ecosystems. Nine of the rivers in the Norwegian liming survey used the index developed by Raddum to measure the impact of liming on invertebrates, however as indices vary across Europe it was not used outside Norway. Hence, the indices could not be used as the measured outcome in this review. It is only relatively recently that more widely applicable tools have been developed (Moe et al., 2010).

The question of whether to lime is a complicated issue and only partly answered by the meta-analysis in this review. The review covered a limited question; “What is the impact of liming on fish and invertebrate richness and abundance?” Limiting the question in this way allowed the rigorous collection of all data on the topic and their statistical analysis. It showed that, on average, liming increased fish abundance and invertebrate taxon richness but in a minority of rivers fish abundance and invertebrates decreased. There are also multiple other aspects to the question of whether to lime including the impact of liming on non-target habitats (including terrestrial habitats if catchment liming is implemented, Shore and Mackenzie, 1993), the cost of liming (Navrud, 2001) and the political and social reasons for liming (Clair and Hindar, 2005).

4. Conclusions

Liming was linked with increased fish abundance on average by 1.7 times the number of fish in the control sites or years. Salmon abundance increased in all except one river. Additionally, the mean abundance and taxonomic richness of acid sensitive invertebrates also increased along with the mean taxonomic richness of all invertebrates combined. Hence, on average liming appeared to be effective in mitigating two of the major ecological effects of acidification. However, these effects could not be guaranteed in all cases due to variability in outcomes among studies. Moreover, in several cases experimental design affected our ability to ascribe outcomes unequivocally to treatment effects. The mean increase in fish abundance and acid sensitive invertebrates with liming suggests that liming would on average be an effective mechanism for speeding up recovery. However, if decreased deposition engenders recovery independently, liming may not be necessary particularly where there are risks of negative impacts on fish and invertebrates.
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